The church season of LENT lasts for **40** days.

**People and animals spent 40 days on Noah’s ark.**

- **Draw 40 raindrops around the ark.**

- Jesus spent **40 days** in the wilderness.

- In your church’s red WORSHIP BOOK, find these 2 Lenten songs with the word “Forty” (40) in their titles:
  - #319
  - #320

**The first day of Lent is ASH WEDNESDAY.**

- **The pastor uses ashes to make a cross on our forehead. The ashes remind us of our sins.**
- **The cross reminds us that God loves and forgives us.**

- **Lent means SPRING.**
- **Count the 40 days of Lent by drawing 40 spring leaves on the branch.**

- **New life comes in the spring.**

- **Add 40 rocks to the picture.**